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Electronic cigarette kit Ego-C
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The latest development in the family eGo electronic cigars. The main advantages of the eGo-C
(third generation) electronic cigarette are: removable system that saves money. Only replace
the evaporator head of depreciation or incineration. 
Rating: Not Rated Yet Price Base price with tax 89,00 лв
Price with discount 54,17 лв
Salesprice with discount 
Sales price 69,00 лв

Discount -20,00 лв
Tax amount 14,83 лв

Ask a question about this product 
ManufacturerChina Shenzhen 

Description The new electronic cigarette eGo-C is similar to the standard eGo-T kits, but uses a different
system with replaceable heads evaporators. Only replace the evaporator head of depreciation or
incineration, which is 3 times cheaper than eGo-T vaporizer. Problems with the flow of fluid
from the magazine are minimized. Fully compatible with eGo, eGo super, eGo Absolute and eGo-T
batteries and chargers.
DOUBLE eGo-C kit with 2x 650 mAh batteries powerful enough for heavier smoking. Evaporators
new generation eGo - C (changeable system), working on a new technology, without batting in
the magazine and forward to the aroma of nicotine liquid very clean and burning smell. You do
not need dropping - just follow the amount of liquid in the cartridge eGo-C.

The kit contains:
  2x 650mAh eGo-C battery * Manual
  5x eGo-C evaporator heads **
  5x eGo-C transparent blank filler type (A) ***
  2x + 2 arm caps for conical heads evaporative
  1x USB charger for EGO battery only
  1x charger from 220V to USB socket
  1x detailed user manual
 * Manual battery model can be activated or deactivated with a fivefold quick press of the
button, which prevents accidental activation in your pocket or purse.
Evaporator head ** eGo-C (type A) only work with eGo-C (type A) fillers. For efficient
operation of the electronic cigar needs to be replaced periodically.
One logged *** eGo-C (type A) fits filler 1ml liquid nicotine and delivers up to 300 breaths,
equivalent to about 20 cigarettes smoked. The cartridges can be refilled repeatedly with
nicotine liquid.
Dimensions:
  - Length of the cigar: 140 mm
  - Diameter: 14 mm
Warranty:
6 months for the battery holder and tapered caps and Chargers included. Note that the
evaporators of all kinds of electronic cigarettes over time change transmission taste and the
amount of steam - usually a period after which this happens or burned for about a month.
Evaporator head eGo-C is a consumable and not subject to warranty replacement, except for
manufacturing defects.
Keep the set away from children!
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No persons under 18 years!

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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